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 CHAPTHER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter present some conclusion and suggestion that have been 

analyzed by the researcher chapter by chapter.  

A. Conclusion  

Doing this research, the researcher gets data and analyzes it. Based on 

the data that was gained and analyzed, the researcher concludes about the 

characteristic of Fauziya Kassindja in novel “Do They Hear You When You 

Cry”, the researcher can conclude that there are many characteristic applied in 

this novel.  

The characteristic of Fauziya Kassindja in surviving her life to get 

success as follow patient, strong, independent, hard worker, brave and religious. 

Theses character brings her to get success in her life. Fauziya is patient because 

she can handle the problem in order to the problem can be solved. Second 

Fauziya is strong and having powerful when she doe the problem and never give 

up with complicated problem. Third Fauziya is independent she can control in 

any way and can stand alone in the prison not visit by anyone. Fourth character 

Fauziya is hard worker she hard work to continue her study in the university to 

make her parent proud of her. Next Fauziya is brave she can fear the dangerous 

thing which steady heart and not afraid. The last Fauziya is religious she comes 

from Muslim family her faith is strong and always ask anything to Allah when 

she get problem.   
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In this novel have explained there are some effort to get success in 

life. There are some effort to get success in the life that does by Fauziya. 

Fauziya effort to get success is getting the asylum and looking for the 

lawyer. To get success is not easy Fauziya needs the asylum to survive her 

life she is going to German and America to find the asylum. Fauziya effort 

when she goes to German understand German language, escape form aunt’s 

house and work hard. Fauziya also goes to America her effort is making 

passport. Fauziya also look for the lawyer to handle her case and get 

freedom form the prison her effort is calling her cousin to help her find the 

lawyer.  

B. Suggestion  

After completing this research, the researcher made some 

suggestions in order to make this research useful in the studies. The 

suggestions are belonged to the teachers, the readers, and the next 

researcher. 

For teachers, this study helps them to explore more their knowledge 

about the characteristic and how to get success especially in the novel. The 

teacher can motivate their children about successful person, because teacher 

not only teach but also to be motivator.  

For readers, this study can give them knowledge about pragmatic 

studies especially in the novel. They can know how someone uses 

characteristic in their daily activities and how to get success especially in 

“Do They Hear When You Cry” novel that is included many characters 
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For the next researcher, this study can also lead the next researcher 

who conducts the same field of research as the reference or comparison that 

might be relevant for the next research.  

  


